1. Visitor Center
2. Linnean House (CLOSED)
3. Magnolia Grove
4. Gladney Rose Garden
5. Ottoman Garden (CLOSED)
6. Sensory Garden
7. Hosta Garden
8–9. Bulb Gardens
10. Spink Pavilion Restrooms Closed
11. Iris Garden
12. Dry Streambed Garden
13. Daylily Garden
14. Herring House (CLOSED)
15. Sachs Museum (CLOSED)
16. Mausoleum (CLOSED)
17. Tower Grove House (CLOSED)
18. Herb Garden (CLOSED)
19. Victorian Garden
20. Observatory and Maze (CLOSED)
21. Strassenfest German Garden
22. Bavarian Garden
23. English Woodland Garden
24. Japanese Garden
25. Koi Fish Feeding Bridge No Fish Food
26. Carver Garden (CLOSED)
27. Boxwood Garden (CLOSED)
28. Center for Home Gardening (CLOSED) Display Gardens Open
29. Cohen Amphitheater
30. Chinese Garden (CLOSED)
31. Lehmann Rose Garden
32. Children’s Garden (CLOSED)
33. Exploration Center and PlantLab (CLOSED)
34. Climatron (CLOSED)
35. Temperate House (CLOSED)
36. Rock Garden
37. Dwarf Conifer Garden
38. Azalea-Rhododendron Garden
39. Tram Shelter
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